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PaperStream IP Net - Liberated Scanner Connectivity
Delivering all the benefits of PaperStream IP, PaperStream IP Net is a locally deployed scanner driver  for organisations that 
want to free themselves from traditional, rigid scanning architectures, liberating scanner connectivity to allow them to scan 
from-any-to-any device for enhanced flexibility and hardware cost reductions. 

Connect Everything Enhanced Flexibility

Network enabled scanning Deploy scanners to suit exact  
network architecture

Connect using LAN or Wi-Fi Reconfigure as fleet evolves

Any Fujitsu scanner from any PC Freedom for scanner location

Reduce unnecessary hardware costs

Exceptional Quality Images Simple Operation

Advanced Cleanup Technology Simple profile creation

iDTC - highest data accuracy for OCR Assisted Scan

Automatic image correction Automatic Profile Selection

Optimised file sizes SDK for custom integrations

Software Portfolio 
PaperStream software solutions are the foundation that allow Fujitsu Image Scanners to the remain the world’s most trusted 
scanning technology, by making it easy for organisations to digitise their workflows. This in turn helps to unlock 
the value of their information, enhancing both their organisational productivity and their Organisational Intelligence.

The PaperStream portfolio is a unified family of applications which have been developed to seamlessly operate in harmony 
with one another and Fujitsu Image Scanners.

By consistently delivering exceptional quality images, PaperStream software reduces downstream process costs, while  
also optimising capture processes through the use of workflow automation. 

The foundation of quality scanning
As the driver for all Fujitsu Image Scanners, PaperStream IP is the foundation of quality scanning, automatically ensuring 
scanned documents are converted into high-quality images, helping reduce operational cost and supporting downstreamOCR 
processing.

www.fujitsu.com/EN/paperstream



Automate Routines Easy Operation

Zonal OCR, patch code and barcode 
recognition Quick profile creation

Meta Data extraction Profile driven operation

Automatic Image Quality Check All-in-one post-scan review window

Results-led image optimisation Batch Manager

The power of automation for more efficient workflows
PaperStream Capture makes it easy to automate the batch capture process, helping customers boost their organisational 
productivity with more streamlined and economical digital workflows..

Maximise Efficiency Maximise Scalability

After Scan Correction Separate and stack Scan/ 
Extract/Release activities

Up to 100 advanced meta  
data fields Parallel capture process stacking

Advance text OCR Multiple workstation environment

Expanded meta data field attributes Monitor usage data

Streamlining API Multi-format file support

 
Maximise economies of scale for advanced digital workflows
Delivering all the benefits of PaperStream Capture but taking them a step further, upgrading to PaperStream Capture Pro 
enables organisations with heavy scanning needs to re-engineer the capture process itself, scaling both throughput and 
associated efficiency gains. 

Ready-to-scan Time saving

One touch, instant scanning Scan directly to a pre-specified  
destination

No configuration required Intuitive, easy-to-use interface

Scan, then save to selected  
destination Preview and edit capabilities

 
Easily handle ad-hoc scanning requirements
PaperStream ClickScan allows scanners to effortlessly handle ad-hoc scanning without the need for configuration, keeping 
organisations productive and running smoothly.



Maximum Uptime Lower Operational & System Costs 

Single-screen network overview Remote management for up to 
1,000 scanners

Real-time email & console hardware 
alerts 

Eliminate uneccessary in-person 
visits

Simultaneous updates to any  
scanners

Monitor, provision, configure,  
and update

All from one software application

   Scanner Central Admin 
Scanner management made easy
Scanner Central Admin is an innovative piece of server-based software that allows efficient management and monitoring of 
multiple scanners. This enables organisations to maximise uptime while reducing the time and cost of installing, maintaining 
and operating them.

PaperStream NX Manager is software that enables centralised, server-based capture solutions. 
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